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aqueduct for Roman life and the pyramid for Egypt).   But
might they not be pardoned, if they did ?   For they have
such noble places to catch them in,   The foreign visitor,
indeed, succumbs to this temptation and does very little
else.  His American life is spent between one vast booking-
hall and the next.   For him, unnumbered red-caps endlessly
recede down lengthening vistas; bells of phantom locomo-
tives clang somewhere out of sight; and the hardy stranger,
accustomed to the pioneer simplicity of European travel,
parts with difficulty from the massive comfort of the
waiting-room, where the barber's sign revolves its tricolour
appeal with a flattering suggestion that he is careful of his
appearance, the magazines hint softly from their covers that
he requires a blonde young lady for the journey, and a
book-store offers (subtlest flattery of all) to sell him one of
his own books.
5. Sunrise in Michigan
It was black night on the empty street outside the sleeping
hotel; and a lonely traveller stepped out into the chilly
silence, leaving behind him a fine wasteful blaze of electrics
and the slow stretching of a drowsy " bell-hop/' as he faced
without exhilaration the gleam of street-lamps on a wet,
black street. Somewhere across the road a bright sign
exhibited a promise of all-night refreshments, where the
explorer found early workmen sitting round a counter on
revolving stools and greeting the unborn day with dough-
nuts, " cawfy," and bisected grape-fruit, Eight minutes
later, as the clocks were striking six, the waiting taxi started
into the darkness. For it was still black night,
The lit crucifixes of American lamp-standards gleamed
down the empty streets. There was a wink of traffic-
control electrics, and sometimes a glare from passing street-
cars swept through the taxi's dark interior, But soon the
city streets gave way to the long pavement of country roads,
It was still night; but outside the city it was not so lonely,
For the bright eyes of automobiles came swooping up the

